LIL ZAY OSAMA SHARES NEW TRACK "BALLIN DESE
BITCHES"
LISTEN HERE

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE
February 7, 2020 (Los Angeles, CA) – Chicago’s brightest young star Lil Zay Osama returns with a
new track titled “Ballin Dese Bitches.” The song has been circulating regionally, sparking a remix
with G Herbo and generating over 5 million organic views on YouTube. Today it sees its official
release via Warner Records. Following a monumental 2019 with the release of his street-certified
debut project Hood Bible and with over 120 million cumulative streams under his belt, Lil Zay
Osama has been staking his claim as one of the next in the game to rise to stardom. Produced
by Mario On Da Beat, the sinister track finds Zay reflecting on past and present situations from
the view point of a boss. Check it out now.
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ABOUT LIL ZAY OSAMA:
Lil Zay Osama is the new voice of Chicago. With infectious music, lyrics and melodies that have
tapped into the vein of the culture and streams spiking well into the millions, Lil Zay’s success
story is beginning to unfold before our eyes. Caught up in the streets of the Southside as a teen
and seeing his close friends fall victim to gun violence, Zay was clearly on the wrong path. He may
still have been behind bars, never realizing his full potential, if, as a devoted father of two, he
hadn't made the conscious effort to shift his focus back to music. It didn’t take long for Zay to
recognize his calling once he began recording and uploading videos to YouTube. Now with a new
lease on life, Zay is gaining momentum for his explosive tracks and videos.
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